Our focus is making professional
video surveillance easy for everyone

IP 4000 and IP 5000 cameras

At Bosch, we believe personnel and inventory need to be safe and secure at all times.
With the IP 4000 and IP 5000 camera families, we offer a cost-effective, reliable and
comprehensive portfolio to safeguard your business.
Flexible and complete

Highest image quality at minimum cost

With microdomes, indoor and outdoor domes, bullet

Resolutions from 720p up to 5 megapixels deliver

cameras, and integrated IR options, the IP 4000 and

detailed images to easily distinguish individuals or

IP 5000 families have the right choice for everyday

minor details, significantly increasing the effectiveness

surveillance such as schools, hospitality, retail shops

of retrospective analysis. Intelligent Dynamic Noise

and commercial buildings. Install a new system or

Reduction technology reduces bitrates by up to

expand an existing one, the ONVIF conformant cameras

50 percent, which significantly lowers your storage

work seamlessly with a range of software and recording

requirements and network strain without compromising

solutions from Bosch and other vendors.

video quality.

24/7 remote access and camera control
Combine the cameras with a DIVAR IP recorder
with built-in Dynamic Transcoding or a VIDEOJET
XTC XF Transcoder to gain both smooth live video
streaming and instant access to HD images when
needed, regardless of available bandwidth. Use it
with the free Video Security app on your mobile
device for full camera access and control anytime
from anywhere.

Safe data storage

Quality and reliability

Store video data in the cloud, on a network video

For more than 125 years, the Bosch name has stood

recorder like the DIVAR IP 2000 recording solution from

for quality and reliability. IP 4000 and IP 5000 cameras

Bosch or on an SD card. All cameras enable easy back-

are designed to precisely suit your safety and security

up solutions to ensure safe storage of relevant video

needs. Peace of mind is assured with a three-year

data. Easily access video and control cameras using the

warranty and Bosch technology—including the latest

free Bosch Video Client or Video Security app.

sensors, Content Based Imaging Technology, Dynamic
Transcoding and much more—that’s relied upon in even
the most demanding, high risk security applications.

Complete portfolio
The extensive range of cameras ensures you have the right choice for any area of your facility— indoor or outdoor.
FLEXIDOME IP
micro 5000 HD / MP

FLEXIDOME IP indoor 4000 HD/IR
FLEXIDOME IP indoor 5000 HD/MP/IR

FLEXIDOME IP outdoor 4000 HD/IR
FLEXIDOME IP outdoor 5000 HD/MP/IR

DINION IP bullet 4000 HD
DINION IP bullet 5000 HD

DINION IP 4000 HD
DINION IP 5000 HD / MP

Features

Benefits

Up to 5 megapixel resolution

Significantly increasing the effectiveness of retrospective analysis

Intelligent Dynamic Noise Reduction

Decreases storage costs and network strain substantially

MicroSD card slot for edge recording*

Enabling an easy back-up solution to ensure safe data storage or providing
a stand-alone solution

Dynamic Transcoding

24/7 remote access and camera control

IP66 and IK10 rated models

Peace of mind in outdoor or vandal-prone areas

ONVIF conformance and IPP support

Seamless integration with third-party products

Integrated infrared models

Detailed video images in complete darkness

Automatic Varifocal**

Ensures simple remote commissioning and reduces installation time

* Excludes bullet models
** Only applies for FLEXIDOME IP 5000 cameras

Choose IP 4000 and IP 5000 series for
professional surveillance that’s easy for everyone.
Learn more at www.boschsecurity.com/hdsecurity
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